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ABSTRACT

In high-resolution numerical simulations (using horizontal grid spacing less than �1 km), the convective
region of squall lines will sometimes overturn as quasi-horizontal convective rolls. The authors study one
case in detail using output from a simulation with 125-m grid spacing. The rolls have an average spacing of
3 km and are aligned parallel to the vertical wind shear. Individual convective cells often have long-lived,
undiluted cores that entrain primarily on the sides of the rolls (i.e., between the roll updraft and downdraft).
The following set of conditions is proposed for obtaining roll overturning: the formation of a moist abso-
lutely unstable layer (MAUL); vertical shear of the horizontal wind within the MAUL; an environment
without large-amplitude perturbations; and quasi-horizontal flow over the squall line’s surface-based cold pool.

Further insight is gained through a series of more idealized simulations wherein a specified MAUL is
perturbed by analytic potential temperature perturbations. These simulations confirm classical studies
based on linear analysis because the smallest perturbations grow fastest (with the exception of the very
smallest scales that are affected by diffusion). The results also confirm that, with shear, updrafts oriented
across the shear vector are inhibited by the shear. An explanation for the �3-km roll spacing also emerges
from these simulations. The argument focuses on the perturbations that exist in the cold pool underneath
the MAUL; they induce pressure fields that extend upward into the overlying MAUL. The perturbations
with large horizontal scale have pressure fields that extend farther vertically and with a greater amplitude,
and thus are more effective at initiating motions in the overlying MAUL. The convective scale that
ultimately emerges within the MAUL is somewhere between two scales, whereby comparatively large scales
are perturbed more strongly by perturbations in the cold pool, but the comparatively small scales grow
faster.

1. Introduction

By definition, squall lines are composed of a distinct
convective region. It is characterized by the highest ra-
dar reflectivity values, the strongest rainfall rates, and
the most intense updraft velocities. For many squall
lines, the convective region is found on the leading por-
tion of the squall line, that is, where low-level air first
enters the system. Although a spectrum of overall me-

soscale structures is possible (e.g., Parker and Johnson
2000), systems with mesoscale trailing stratiform re-
gions comprise more than half of all organized convec-
tive systems, and thus have drawn most of the attention
from researchers. Most studies have focused on ex-
plaining the formation of the larger-scale organization
of the entire convective system, whereas the internal
structure of the convective region has received com-
paratively less attention.

The convective region is often considered to be com-
posed of deep convective cells in various states of de-
velopment (e.g., Cotton and Anthes 1989, p. 361;
Houze 1993, p. 346; Doswell 2001, p. 8). That is, the
classical cumulonimbus structure and life cycle of Byers
and Braham (1948, 1949) is usually considered to be the
dominant process in the convective region. While this
model may be representative of many squall lines, sev-
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eral recent studies suggest that air in this region pri-
marily ascends as a layer-like upward-sloping slab in
the lower troposphere from which discrete cumulonim-
bus cells then emerge in the mid- to upper troposphere
(e.g., Kain and Fritsch 1998; Bryan and Fritsch 2000;
Rogers and Fritsch 2001; James et al. 2005). The pro-
cesses that occur in this layer-dominated (i.e., slabular)
mode of overturning are still being investigated, and
many questions remain to be explored.

The purpose of this paper is to document a particular
mode of overturning that can occur in numerical simu-
lations of slabular squall lines. We sometimes find that
the ascending slab overturns with a structure best de-
scribed as convective rolls. In the most basic sense, con-
vective rolls are a series of counterrotating vortex
tubes. Consequently, there is a spatially and temporally
continuous updraft along the axis of the rolls, with a
corresponding continuous downdraft parallel to, but
separate from, the updraft. This conceptual model is
most familiar to meteorologists through cloud streets,
the linear cloud bands sometimes visible at the top of
the planetary boundary layer. An excellent schematic
diagram of boundary layer rolls (also known as roll
vortices or longitudinal rolls) is presented in the review
articles of Brown (1980, his Fig. 5) and Etling and
Brown (1993, their Fig. 2). This conceptual model has
since been reproduced in many papers on convective
rolls (e.g., Weckwerth et al. 1997, their Fig. 1).

In our squall-line simulations that contain rolls, the
convective elements within the convective region are,
similarly, a series of convective plumes resembling
counterrotating vortex tubes. The updrafts and down-
drafts are spatially coherent structures that extend
quasi-horizontally for O(10 km) across the line (i.e.,
extending from the gust front into the convective re-
gion). This convective structure is apparent in a plot of
cloud-top height in the convective region of one model
simulation that we analyze herein (Fig. 1). The details
of this simulation are provided in section 2; for now, it
is sufficient to point out that the simulated squall line
extends from south to north, and is propagating from
west to east. There are prominent “streaks” of high
cloud tops in Fig. 1, which are coincident with the up-
draft plumes of the roll circulation. Intervening areas of
low cloud top characterize the descending portion of
the roll circulations.

The development of roll overturning coincides with
the formation of a moist absolutely unstable layer
(MAUL), that is, a saturated layer of air that is stati-
cally unstable (solid contour in Fig. 1). The significance
of a MAUL for the structure, evolution, and intensity
of squall lines is still not understood well. Their exis-
tence in the convective region of squall lines was docu-

mented using observations, theory, and numerical
simulation by Kain and Fritsch (1998) and Bryan and
Fritsch (2000); as discussed in these two papers, the
formation of a MAUL is probably inevitable in squall
lines, because a layer of subsaturated but conditionally
unstable air can be lifted to saturation by ascent over a
deep layer. This layer of ascent is primarily associated
with the surface-based cold pool—that is, density cur-
rent—of the squall line. The more questionable details
concerning MAULs are the subsequent depth of the
unstable layer and its spatial properties, including how
far into the system does the MAUL typically extend?;
and, how continuous along the line is the MAUL? We
continue to study these questions concerning MAUL
structure, and we will present our findings in a subse-
quent study.

In the present study, using a simulation of a squall
line with 125-m grid spacing, we find that the convective
roll circulations emerge from a deep (�1.5 km), hori-
zontally contiguous MAUL that forms above the squall
line’s gust front, as illustrated by solid contours in Fig.
1. The juxtaposition of the MAUL and the rolls is in-
triguing. In fact, the type of convective system studied
herein—an upshear-tilted squall line—is the only type
of structure that contains convective rolls in a broad
series of numerical simulations that we have conducted.
Although MAULs occur in all types of convective sys-
tems that we have studied, upshear-tilted convective
systems typically contain the deepest and widest
MAULs (e.g., Fig. 9 by Bryan 2005). Thus, it is tempt-

FIG. 1. Cloud-top height (shaded, km) in the convective region.
Only cloud with temperature warmer than �20°C is considered.
The dashed contour is the position of the surface gust front. The
solid contour encloses regions in which the vertically continuous
MAUL is greater than 1.5 km deep. The labels at the top indicate
the locations of the cross sections in Fig. 2.
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ing to surmise that a MAUL, or certain properties of
MAULs, might allow certain types of convective struc-
tures (i.e., rolls) that are not possible without a MAUL.
Hence, one of the main motivations for this study is to
establish whether there is a connection between the
development of the rolls and the existence of the
MAUL.

In this paper, we document the structure of the con-
vective rolls from one squall-line simulation wherein
this convective structure was especially prominent.
Based on this analysis, we propose a set of conditions
for which this mode of overturning can be realized.
Then, we explore these conditions further using a more
idealized set of experiments in a limited domain. The
latter set of simulations are also used to investigate
possible mechanisms that dictate the spacing of the
rolls, which was �3 km in the squall-line simulation.
The paper concludes with a discussion of whether rolls
have been observed in actual squall lines.

2. Methodology

All numerical simulations are conducted using the
model described by Bryan and Fritsch (2002). In this
model, the governing equations are integrated using the
Runge–Kutta technique as formulated for compressible
models by Wicker and Skamarock (2002). The formu-
lation of the advection scheme is fifth order in all di-
rections. This scheme contains implicit, flow-dependent
diffusion of high order; thus, no additional artificial dif-
fusion is applied. For all simulations, we use the Kessler
(1969) microphysics scheme and the Deardorff (1980)
subgrid turbulence parameterization. The Coriolis ef-
fect, atmospheric radiation, surface fluxes, and surface
friction are excluded from all simulations; the implica-
tions of neglecting these processes are unknown, but
could be investigated in a future study.

The grid spacing (�) is 125 m in both the horizontal
and vertical directions for all simulations herein. The
model domain for the squall-line simulation is 300 km
long in the across-line direction, 60 km long in the
along-line direction, and is 18 km deep. The lateral
boundary conditions are open radiative in the across-
line direction, and are periodic in the along-line direc-
tion. This model design is intended to simulate a central
portion of a very long squall line, whereby the line ends
are far enough away so that they have no influence on
this portion of the squall line. Because we do not know
whether line ends would, in fact, have any influence on
the subsequent results, a future study could investigate
the dynamics of rolls in a large domain with line ends
and open boundary conditions in all directions.

The analytic temperature and moisture profiles of

Weisman and Klemp (1982) are used to define the hori-
zontally homogeneous initial environment. A line ther-
mal with a maximum amplitude of �2 K is used to
initiate the squall line. Random, small-amplitude po-
tential temperature perturbations are added to the ini-
tial line thermal to develop three-dimensional flow.
The initial cross-line wind profile has 10 m s�1 of shear
over the lowest 2.5 km with no shear above 2.5 km, and
the initial along-line wind is zero at all heights. Output
after 180 min of simulation time is analyzed in this pa-
per. This simulation is hereafter referred to as the
“squall-line simulation.”

In this simulation, there is no evidence of the “spu-
rious convective organization” studied by Takemi and
Rotunno (2003) and Bryan (2005); this is a poorly re-
solved, regularly repeating pattern of updrafts aligned
with the model grid that Bryan (2005) found could be
created in MAULs when using oscillatory numerical
schemes. In the squall-line simulation, the average grid-
relative flow in the MAUL is �10 m s�1, which implies
a rather strong diffusive tendency from the model’s
fifth-order advection scheme with this resolution. Spe-
cifically, the magnitude of implicit diffusion is roughly
equivalent to setting the diffusion coefficient of a stan-
dard sixth-order diffusion scheme to at least 16% of
one-dimensional stability [see Durran (1999) for details
of sixth-order diffusion]. This is much stronger than
values that are typically used by modelers, and is prob-
ably sufficient to suppress very small scale growth in
these simulations (i.e., on the scale of 2–4 � �).

MAULs are identified in model output where a grid
point is saturated and the diagnosed value of squared
Brunt–Väisälä frequency for saturated air (N2

m) is less
than zero. As discussed by Kirshbaum and Durran
(2004, their section 3b), the use of N2

m to diagnose static
instability is more appropriate than the use of �e by
itself [as was done by Bryan and Fritsch (2000)]. We use
a formulation for N2

m that is consistent with the equa-
tions of the Bryan–Fritsch model, using the methodol-
ogy established by Durran and Klemp (1982) and clari-
fied recently for different model equations by Miglietta
and Rotunno (2005, their section 2 and appendix A).

3. Squall-line simulation

a. Structure of the convective rolls

In this section, we begin to present evidence that
deep moist overturning in the convective region of the
simulated squall line is manifested as convective rolls.
Further support is provided in later subsections. Along-
line cross sections of equivalent potential temperature
(�e), along with flow vectors, suggest the presence of
the counterrotating tubes (Fig. 2). The ascending
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plumes first become prominent at the leading edge of
the squall line, a few kilometers behind the surface gust
front (Fig. 2a). High-�e air from the pre-squall-line
boundary layer (�e � 336 K) protrudes slightly upward
from the slab, which is the coherent layer of high-�e air
that has ascended to z � 3 km. Farther behind the gust
front, the ascending branches of the rolls extend farther
above the high-�e slab, which itself is higher at some
locations (Fig. 2b) compared to the previous panel. De-
scending branches of the circulation are also apparent
where midlevel low-�e air (	324 K) has descended. Still
farther behind the gust front, the roll circulation can be
readily inferred from the �e pattern (Fig. 2c). At this

location, high-�e air has ascended through the center of
the roll circulation, has diverged at the top of the roll
(at z � 5 km), and now appears to be descending on
both sides. Low-�e air from midlevels has descended
farther, to z � 3 km. We have analyzed output from the
simulations with temporal resolution of 1 min, which
confirm that the plumelike structures illustrated in Figs.
1–2 persist for 20–30 min; this temporal continuity also
supports the interpretation of these features as convec-
tive rolls, which are often conceptualized as long-lived,
coherent structures.

The overall structure of the overturning is remark-
ably similar to some forms of Rayleigh–Bénard convec-
tion (cf. Fig. 1 by Sparrow et al. 1970). In particular, the
vertically ascending plume eventually becomes wider at
the top than at the bottom, thereby creating an overall
mushroom-like shape. Entrainment occurs mainly
along the sides of the plume, that is, between the up-
draft and downdrafts of the rolls.

Analysis of kinematic patterns confirm the flow that
is inferred from the �e fields. The center of the high-�e

plumes exhibit locally strong ascent, whereas the de-
scending portion of the rolls exhibit slight descent (Fig.
2). Further evidence in support of roll circulations is the
locally high values of horizontal vorticity that can be
inferred from one panel to the next in Fig. 2; actual
calculations of horizontal vorticity (not shown) reveal
that vortex tubes do extend continuously across the
line.

When viewed on constant height surfaces, the spa-
tially coherent nature of the updrafts and downdrafts is
apparent (Fig. 3). At this level, the updraft plumes ap-

FIG. 2. Vertical cross sections along the squall line at t 
 180
min and x 
 (a) 211, (b) 208, and (c) 205 km. Equivalent potential
temperature (K) is shaded. The cloud boundary is indicated by
the black contour. Flow vectors in the plane of the cross section
are plotted every fourth grid point, with a vector length of 1 km
equivalent to a vector magnitude of 20 m s�1.

FIG. 3. Vertical velocity at z 
 3.5 km. The contour interval is
5 m s�1, with the zero contour excluded, and with negative con-
tours dashed. Vertical velocity greater than �5 m s�1 is shaded.
The thick solid contour and dashed contour are the same as in
Fig. 1.
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pear to extend �5–8 km in the x direction; however, the
plumes actually extend farther (of order 15 km), be-
cause the large contour interval chosen for this figure
does not reveal their full extent, and because the
plumes are tilted through this plane. That is, the rolls
are embedded in a layer that, in general, is ascending.
This general ascent—that is, the slabular nature of this
squall line—is determined by several methods, includ-
ing the ascent of the layer of high-�e air, as discussed in
previous paragraphs; the overall positive vertical mo-
tion in this region of interest, as determined by along-
line-averaged cross sections (not shown); and high val-
ues of the “slab-measuring statistic,” S, of James et al.
(2005, p. 2684). This overall layer ascent is consistent
with the concept of slabular convection in this portion
of the squall line (e.g., Kain and Fritsch 1998; Bryan
and Fritsch 2000; James et al. 2005).

In many plumes, a nearly undilute core persists
within the central axis of the plume (e.g., Fig. 4a). The
undilute core of the convective rolls separates this
mode of overturning from the classic thunderstorm cell
(e.g., Byers and Braham 1949; Blyth et al. 1988). That
is, the ordinary cell is typically conceptualized as a
short-lived “pulse,” with most of the entrainment oc-
curring in the initial development of the cell (e.g., Blyth
et al. 1988; Doswell 2001); a cloudy “wake” of mixed air
is left behind by this form of convective overturning. In
contrast, for the plumes noted in this simulation, an
undilute stream of high-�e air often spans the central
axis of the plume (Fig. 4a; e.g., �e � 336 K). We have
also conducted lower-resolution simulations (� 
 250
m), which include passive fluid tracers; analysis of this
output (not shown) confirms our conclusions of undi-
lute cores in the rolls. Further analysis of animations
from the highest-resolution output reveals that plumes
of undilute air can last for up to 20–25 min. Overall, this
structure and evolution is consistent with the notion of
convective rolls, whereby an axis of ascent persists both
horizontally and temporally.

b. Possible factors in the development of rolls

In this subsection, we discuss four factors that we
suspect are important for the development of rolls in
the convective region of squall lines.

1) STATIC INSTABILITY

We attribute the development of rolls, in part, to the
existence of layers of air that have an unstable (or, at
least neutral) stratification. In this simulation, a hori-
zontally continuous slab of moist absolute instability is
created along the leading edge of the squall line, span-
ning the squall-line gust front (solid contour in Figs. 1

and 3). This deep (�1.5 km) MAUL is spatially con-
tinuous in the vertical and in both horizontal directions
(e.g., Figs. 1 and 4a). The convective plumes, and the
roll pattern, emerge from this layer, as air flows through
the convective region of the squall line. Ultimately, the
MAUL is overturned by turbulent eddies of many
scales, including by the roll circulations.

2) VERTICAL WIND SHEAR

The convective rolls are aligned with the mean ver-
tical shear in the MAUL. However, they are also
aligned parallel to the mean flow. Both processes—that
is, shear and mean flow—have been proposed as critical
factors for aligning horizontal convective rolls that are
observed in the planetary boundary layer (PBL; e.g.,
Weckwerth et al. 1997; Schultz et al. 2004, and refer-
ences therein). This raises the question: does mean
shear or mean flow dictate the orientation of the rolls?
Based on theory (e.g., Kuo 1963; Asai 1964, 1970a,b;
Lilly 1986), we believe that shear is the important
mechanism. This hypothesis is tested later in the paper.

FIG. 4. Vertical cross sections across the squall line at t 
 180
min and y 
 45.5 km: (a) equivalent potential temperature (K) is
shaded, and the black contours enclose regions of moist absolute
instability; (b) flow vectors in the plane of the cross section are
plotted every fifth grid point, with a vector length of 1 km equiva-
lent to a vector magnitude of 25 m s�1, with the cloud boundary
indicated by gray contours, and with �1.5 K perturbation poten-
tial temperature indicated by the dashed black contour.
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3) HORIZONTALLY HOMOGENEOUS INFLOW

Another aspect of the squall-line simulation that may
favor the development of convective rolls is the hori-
zontally homogeneous inflow. The air flowing into the
squall line does not contain environmental “noise”
(such as boundary layer eddies, terrain variations, and/
or changes in surface land use); such small-scale vari-
ability could perturb the flow, and perhaps dictate
structures other than the rolls. This factor is difficult to
support, at this point. We base this hypothesis mainly
on a preliminary simulation that contains small-
amplitude perturbations in the environment, but which
does not develop rolls (Bryan and Rotunno 2004). We
plan to explore this topic fully in a subsequent study,
but we mention the importance here because it seems
to be an important factor in the development of the
rolls. More generally, it suggests that squall lines con-
taining convective rolls might be more likely in noctur-
nal environments, in which boundary layer variability is
(relatively) absent. We return to this point in the con-
clusions section.

4) QUASI-HORIZONTAL FLOW

A characteristic of this squall line that may be nec-
essary for the development of convective rolls is the
quasi-horizontal flow in the spatially contiguous low-
level MAUL. Typically in this simulation, air that is
initially ascending rapidly at the leading edge of the
cold pool (at x � 215 km in Fig. 4b) then turns toward
the horizontal as it flows through the convective region.
The flow is not exactly horizontal in this instance; as
discussed earlier, there is gradual ascent throughout
this region. However, the flow ascends less rapidly in
the MAUL than at the leading edge of the cold pool
(Fig. 4b). This quasi-horizontal flow occurs along the
entire length of squall line (i.e., along the entire y di-
rection), and is typical of upshear-tilted squall lines.

The quasi-horizontal flow seems to be an important
characteristic for the development of rolls for several
reasons. First, an unstable stratification can only be re-
alized when the flow has a horizontal component. If the
high-�e air from the boundary layer had been tilted by
90° at the gust front, then �e would become constant
with height, and the layer would be neutrally strati-
fied—although, there would be significant horizontal
gradients in this hypothetical example.

In fact, the lack of horizontal gradients in the quasi-
horizontal flow may also be important for the develop-
ment of rolls. Horizontal gradients in buoyancy gener-
ate horizontal vorticity; thus, a lack of vorticity genera-
tion in the quasi-horizontal flow minimizes the

development of new circulations, thereby maintaining
the structure of the MAUL for long time periods.

We also infer the importance of the quasi-horizontal
flow by comparison to output from our other simula-
tions. The roll circulation does not occur in simulations
of squall lines that are more upright at the leading
edge—that is, with cells that are approximately above
the surface gust front [e.g., the higher shear cases in
Bryan et al. (2003) and Bryan (2005)]. Furthermore, in
more upright systems, the cells are less organized, more
turbulent, and typically do not exhibit undilute cores. In
these systems, updrafts at the leading edge of the cold
pool are stronger, and gradients in velocity are much
greater. This suggests the possibility of shear instabili-
ties that form turbulent eddies much faster, which can
break down the MAUL sooner than in the weak shear
simulation studied herein.

c. Comparison to PBL rolls

In some sense, the development of rolls in the con-
vective region of squall lines is analogous to the devel-
opment of horizontal convective rolls in the PBL, par-
ticularly because both occur in a layer of unstable (or
near neutral) thermal stratification. However, the two
cases differ in many aspects, and should not be viewed
as strictly equivalent processes.

The most fundamental difference is that the rolls in
the convective region of the squall line are the mani-
festation of a transition process; specifically, the rolls
form as the flow transitions from a subsaturated, stable,
laminar flow to a saturated, statically unstable, turbu-
lent flow. The rolls eventually overturn the unstable
stratification, and convective overturning ceases when
the thermodynamical profile is stabilized. Thus, from a
parcel-relative perspective, the rolls last for about one
eddy turnover time (of order 10 min).

In contrast, PBL rolls often exist as a steady-state
process; that is, they often last for several hours, and
especially much longer than an individual eddy turn-
over time. Furthermore, PBL rolls form in an environ-
ment that is turbulent everywhere; that is, they are not
necessarily tied to the transition from laminar to tur-
bulent flow.

From a certain perspective, the squall-line rolls may
appear to be in steady state, because they are continu-
ally formed on the leading edge of the convective sys-
tem. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, the individual
plumes often have long lifetimes (of order 15 min).
However, these rolls are always associated with turbu-
lent transition, as air becomes statically unstable when
it ascends into the convective region; this differs from
the PBL case, wherein a mesoscale area remains turbu-
lent for many hours.
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4. Idealized overturning of statically unstable
layers

a. Methodology

This perspective—that is, convective rolls as a tran-
sition process—helps guide the following set of more
idealized simulations. We seek to answer questions
such as the following: What dictates the spacing of the
rolls? What role does shear play in the organization of
the rolls? To make progress in a less expensive and
more controllable environment, we devise a series of
highly idealized simulations whereby an initial condi-
tion is imposed that we then allow to transition from a
laminar to a turbulent state. These simulations are con-
ducted with the same model—using the same resolu-
tion, numerics, and parameterizations—but in a smaller
domain, and over a shorter integration time. The do-
main for these idealized simulations is 24 km � 24 km
horizontally and is 18 km deep. Periodic boundary con-
ditions are specified in both horizontal directions. The
initial state, specified at every grid point, is a sounding
representing the average conditions where the rolls
formed in the squall-line simulation. This sounding
(Fig. 5) was obtained by averaging the conditions along
the squall line at a location 2 km behind the surface gust
front. The MAUL in this sounding extends from z 
 2
to 4 km (Fig. 5a). Conditions are statically stable at all
other levels.

The role played by vertical wind shear is evaluated
through simulations conducted with and then without
shear. When shear is excluded, the wind profile is zero
at all heights for the initial conditions. When shear is
included, the average wind profile (Fig. 5b) is applied
for the initial conditions. Within the MAUL layer, the
shear changes sign in this profile at z 
 3.3 km. Also,
there is an inflection point at z 
 2.5 km. This complex
shear profile possibly complicates the interpretation of
the results. However, at this stage of study, we feel it is
important to reproduce the conditions experienced by
the rolls that develop in the squall-line simulation.

The initial state is based on average values of tem-
perature, water vapor mixing ratio, and cloud water
mixing ratio. The small value of rainwater mixing ratio
is set to zero. Pressure is obtained by integrating the
hydrostatic equation upward from the surface, using
the mean value of surface pressure as a starting point.
Thus, the initial state is in hydrostatic balance. No over-
turning develops in these simulations unless the initial
conditions are perturbed. Hence, the method of pertur-
bation is a crucial aspect of this investigation, because it
ultimately dictates the details of the subsequent over-
turning.

We perturb the initial conditions by inserting analytic
fields of potential temperature perturbation (��) having
small amplitude (�0.05 K). The analytic fields are gen-
erated in two-dimensional Fourier space, wherein a

FIG. 5. Initial conditions used for the idealized simulations: (a)
thermodynamical profile and (b) vertical profile of u (m s�1).
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spectrum is specified to have known amplitude but with
random phase for each Fourier component. For ex-
ample, a white-noise spectrum (i.e., a random field) has
a constant amplitude at all points in Fourier space; in
this case, the amplitude of Fourier-transformed poten-
tial temperature has the form

|�̃ |  �̃��1, �2��̃*��1, �2� � �0 
 constant, �1�

wherein tildes indicate a Fourier-transformed variable,
an asterisk indicates a complex conjugate, �1 and �2 are
horizontal wavenumbers in the two horizontal dimen-
sions, and �  (�2

1 � �2
2)0.5. (The two horizontal direc-

tions are specified by the subscripts 1 and 2 throughout
this paper.) The field �̃(�1, �2) is specified by

�̃��1, �2� 
 A � exp��2�iN1�1� � exp��2�iN2�2�,

�2�

where A is an amplitude that yields |�� | � 0.05 K, N1

and N2 are the number of Fourier components in each
horizontal dimension, and �1 and �2 are random num-
bers between 0 and 1. This method ensures a random
shifting of the phase for every Fourier component.

In principle, this scheme can be used to generate
analytic fields of any chosen function of �, such as ��5/3,
for example. In this study, we always specify the same
amplitude at all wavenumbers (i.e., white noise). Thus,
all scales have the same power in the initial conditions.
However, we vary the particular scales that are retained
in the initial state, while setting all other scales to zero.
For example, a case for which only the 3-km wave-
length is specified is given by

|�̃ | 
 �constant for l 
 3 km;

0 otherwise,
�3�

wherein l is a spatial scale corresponding to a particular
wavenumber, � 
 2�/l. This particular specification re-
sults in a ring-shaped field of constant amplitude in
Fourier space. When the field is reverse-transformed to
physical space, the result is a � field that can be used to
perturb the simulations. Results for l 
 3 and 8 km are
shown in Figs. 6a and 6b.

In some cases, we retain a range of scales, for ex-
ample,

|�̃ | 
 �constant for 1 � l � 12 km;

0 otherwise,
�4�

which is a disk-shaped field in Fourier space, wherein
all scales between (in this example) 1 and 12 km have
equal amplitude. An example of this latter type of per-
turbation field is shown in Fig. 6c.

This technique generates a two-dimensional pertur-

FIG. 6. Examples of initial potential temperature perturbations
(K) for (a) l 
 3 km, (b) l 
 8 km, and (c) 1 � l � 12 km. The
contour interval is 0.01 K.
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bation field. The final, three-dimensional, form of the
�� field inserted into the model initial conditions is

���x, y, z� 
 ���x, y� cos��

2
z � zc

zr
� for |z � zc | � zr ;

0 otherwise,

�5�

wherein �(x, y) is the reverse-transformed form of �̃ (�1,
�2), zc is the center point, and zr is the radius for a layer
that the perturbations are distributed throughout. Un-
less specified otherwise, the perturbations are centered
in the initial MAUL layer; that is, zc 
 3 km and zr 

1 km.

b. The development of rolls

The output from these idealized simulations is analo-
gous to a parcel-relative journey through the MAUL.
The initial state herein is laminar—as is the flow in the
squall line when the MAUL first forms. Then, the flow
slowly transitions to a turbulent state—which is when
the rolls develop in the squall line. Ultimately, the
MAUL is overturned, and most convective motions
cease—which is analogous to the stratiform region of
the squall line. The time period that we are interested in
studying is the unsteady period of turbulent transition
when the cells first develop. This time period is analo-
gous to the time when the rolls appear in the squall-line
simulation (i.e., from a parcel-relative perspective).

Results from simulations using l 
 1.5 and 3 km are
shown in Fig. 7, wherein shear is excluded from both
simulations. The updrafts in Fig. 7 have a scale that is
identical to the scale of the initial perturbations for
each simulation; calculations of vertical velocity spectra
from these fields verify that the maximum energy exists
at the scales that are perturbed initially (i.e., at 1.5 km
using l 
 1.5 km, and 3 km using l 
 3 km). This result
suggests that perturbations in a MAUL can strongly
affect the structure of convection arising from the
MAUL.

Another notable aspect of these simulations is the
cellular and unorganized structure of the convection
(Fig. 7). Furthermore, the updraft field is isotropic in
the horizontal, which is the same as the formulation of
the analytic perturbations. The cells can be character-
ized as “pulselike,” in the sense that an initial bubble of
high-�e air ascends with the initial overturning. There is
no evidence for streams of undilute ascent in these
simulations.

When a mean flow is added to the initial conditions,
but wherein the wind profile contains no shear, then the
response is nearly identical to that shown in Fig. 7,

except the updrafts translate across the grid (not
shown). There is no change in the character of the cells,
compared to the simulation with no flow. Thus, we con-
clude that the mean flow has no relevance on the for-
mation of rolls in the present experiments.

In contrast, when shear is included in the simulations,
but the same initial perturbations are used, then a dis-
tinctly different convective structure emerges. The con-
vection aligns into plumes oriented parallel to the shear

FIG. 7. Vertical velocity at z 
 3.5 km for simulations without
shear: (a) at t 
 14 min using l 
 1.5 km, and (b) at t 
 16 min
using l 
 3 km. The contour interval is 5 m s�1, with the zero
contour excluded, and with negative contours dashed. Vertical
velocity greater than �5 m s�1 is shaded.
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(Fig. 8). There are prominent “streaks” of vertical ve-
locity within the overturning layer, and plumes of high-
�e air (not shown) are coincident with the updrafts.

The explanation for this behavior of buoyant convec-
tion in shear was determined through linear analysis by
Kuo (1963) and Asai (1964, 1970a,b). Rolls with axes
lying at an angle to the shear are damped through in-
teraction with the shear; available potential energy can-
not be easily converted to perturbation kinetic energy
with this configuration. In contrast, rolls with axes
along the shear vector do not interact with the sheared
flow, and uninhibited growth occurs through buoyant
instability. The physical mechanisms involved in these
processes were explored further in Lilly (1986, section
3) and Emanuel (1994, section 3.4).

Thus, we can conclude that vertical wind shear in the
MAUL layer is probably a critical component for the
development of the convective rolls in the squall-line
simulation. In contrast, without shear, convection
within MAULs is cellular and unorganized. The same
conclusion was reached in simulations of saturated,
statically unstable layers (i.e., MAULs) that were per-
turbed by potential temperature perturbations by Kirsh-
baum and Durran (2005), but wherein their MAULs
were formed by mesoscale flow over mountain ridges.

We have not explored in detail any aspect of the
shear profile that may (or may not) be important for
rolls, such as inflection points. We also have not ex-
plored the shear magnitude that is necessary for rolls to
develop, or the Richardson number of the flow. Nor
have we investigated parameters that have been iden-
tified as important for roll formation in the PBL, such
as the ratio of boundary layer depth to the Monin–
Obukhov length (�zi/L) (e.g., Weckwerth et al. 1997).
Some of these issues were addressed by Asai (1970b).
However, based on theoretical studies, and on these
simulation results, we conclude that convection in the
presence of sufficient instability and shear can develop
into roll circulations, given sufficient time.

c. Perturbation growth rates as a function of scale

Additional results from these more idealized simula-
tions show that any scale of convective overturning is
possible in the MAUL, particularly if only one scale is
retained in the method to generate initial perturba-
tions. This statement includes additional simulations
using l between 0.25 and 12 km. However, the rate at
which the overturning develops is different depending
on the value of l.

To explore this issue further, we quantify growth
rates from simulations using different l for the initial
perturbations. By examining the time series of total
kinetic energy from these simulations, we find that the

early evolution (t 	 10 min) matches the behavior ex-
pected from linear theory. Specifically, time series of
total kinetic energy (E 
 u2 � �2 � w2) have the form

� lnE

�t

 a, �6�

wherein a is a constant that quantifies the magnitude of
the growth rate. Values of a from a series of simulations
confirm that smaller scales grow faster than larger ones
in the numerical simulations until l 	 1 km (Fig. 9). This
reduction in growth rates at very small scales is attrib-

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7, except for simulations with shear, and
wherein (a) t 
 16 min.
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utable to numerical diffusion in the model, which sup-
presses the growth rate of small-scale features, by de-
sign.

This falloff at small scales is actually a demonstration
of the effective resolution of this numerical model—
which is a concept that was advanced recently by Ska-
marock (2004), and discussed in the appendix by Bryan
et al. (2003). Herein, results indicate that smaller per-
turbations grow faster until a scale less than �8�. Thus,
the applicability of the linear theory (e.g., Asai 1970a,b)
is verified for the problem studied herein, but only for
scales greater than �8� (i.e., the scales that are not
affected by artificial numerical diffusion). For the re-
maining discussion, we refer to “small scales” as the
smallest well-resolved scales in the model—that is,
those just above the effective resolution of �8�.

The idealized simulations explored to this point are
all perturbed at one specific scale. Results wherein sev-
eral scales are perturbed with equal amplitude (i.e.,
white noise) also confirm that the smallest scales grow
faster. For example, a simulation with 0.25 km � l � 12
km yields an overturning with a preferred scale near the
model’s effective resolution (Fig. 10). Spectral analysis
of these vertical velocity fields reveals that the scale
containing the greatest energy is �6� for the simulation
without shear, and is �7� for the simulation with shear.
The updrafts in shear still align in the direction of the
shear vector, as before. These simulations demonstrate
the applicability of linear theory to this problem; when
perturbations having many scales (and of equal ampli-
tude) are inserted into a statically unstable layer, the
smallest scales ultimately “win”—that is, develop into
the strongest eddies.

Because linear theory indicates that perturbations
with the smallest horizontal scale have the fastest
growth rates in a statically unstable layer (other than
very small scales directly affected by viscous dissipa-
tion), one might expect convective overturning to ensue
on the smallest resolvable scale in the squall-line simu-
lation (i.e., less than 1 km). However, the �3-km roll
spacing is 24 times the grid length, which is much larger
than the model’s smallest resolvable scale. Thus, we

FIG. 9. Linear growth rates (a, s�1) from 11 simulations that use
different values for l. The numbers along the top quantify the
number of grid increments (�) corresponding to each value of l.

FIG. 10. Vertical velocity at z 
 3 km and t 
 16 min from
simulations using 0.25 � l � 12 km: (a) without shear and (b) with
shear. Contour interval is 5 m s�1, with the zero contour excluded,
and negative contours are dashed. Vertical velocity greater than
�5 m s�1 is shaded.
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conclude that something must be perturbing the
MAUL at a scale larger than the model’s grid scale.

d. Roll spacing

We have considered several possible sources for per-
turbations that might cause the �3-km roll spacing, in-
cluding the overall mesoscale structure of the squall
line itself; the surface-based cold pool (i.e., density cur-
rent); or perhaps gravity waves excited by latent heat-
ing in the convective region. However, all of these pro-
cesses create perturbations primarily across the line. It
is hard to envision how these processes could system-
atically incite perturbations of �3-km scale along the
line.

It might be tempting to conclude that the squall-line
simulation contains no perturbations at a scale less than
3 km, and then many perturbations at scales greater
than 3 km. Given the results from the previous subsec-
tion, this explanation seems plausible. Also, the initial
environment is horizontally homogeneous, so no small-
scale perturbations are expected to be in the incoming
flow. However, it does not explain the origination of
the 3-km scale, because no perturbations (of any scale)
are expected to be in the inflow environment.

In contrast, the region underneath the MAUL con-
tains structure of many scales. This situation arises be-
cause rain falls from deep convective cells into the cold
pool, thereby initiating several small-scale collisions of
localized density currents. Furthermore, the stable con-
ditions in the cold pool allow for gravity waves of many
scales, although these waves are trapped in this layer by
the statically unstable conditions of the overlying
MAUL. Spectra of potential temperature near the sur-
face in the cold pool show a broad range of scales hav-
ing large spectral amplitude, and an overall spectral
shape of approximately ��1. Thus, we investigate
whether perturbations within the squall line’s cold pool
may be playing a role in the scale selection above the
cold pool. To investigate this idea, we conduct addi-
tional simulations wherein the initial perturbations are
placed below the MAUL, that is, in the underlying
stable air.

Two simulations using 0.75 � l � 12 km are shown in
Fig. 11. For the first, initial perturbations are placed in
the MAUL (Fig. 11a). For the second, the same per-
turbations are placed underneath the MAUL (Fig. 11b),
using zc 
 1 km for (5). The results exhibit a distinctly
different updraft structure in the MAUL. The simula-
tion with perturbations in the MAUL overturns at the
smallest perturbed scale, that is, at �0.75 km. In con-
trast, the simulation with perturbations in the cold pool
has a dominant scale of �2.7 km in the MAUL; this

scale is close to the �3-km scale observed in the squall-
line simulation.

When perturbations are placed in the stable cold
pool, they initiate oscillatory waves of various scales.
However, these waves are trapped by the unstable layer
above, and probably do not play a direct role in the
overturning of the unstable layer. On the other hand,

FIG. 11. Vertical velocity at z 
 3 km from simulations with
0.75 � l � 12 km: (a) wherein the perturbations are placed in the
MAUL, and output is at 14 min, and (b) wherein perturbations
are placed in the cold pool underneath the MAUL, and output is
at 22 min. Both simulations contain shear. The contour interval is
3 m s�1, with the zero contour excluded, and negative contours
are dashed. Vertical velocity greater than �3 m s�1 is shaded.
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the pressure field associated the perturbations in the
cold pool project upward into the overlying unstable
layer. In fact, we believe the pressure field plays a dom-
inant role in the scale selection that occurs in the un-
stable layer in the squall-line simulation.

To clarify, we present spectra of nondimensional
pressure (�) from the simulation with perturbations in
the cold pool, wherein

�  � p

p0
��Rd 	cp�

, �7�

p is pressure, p0 
 1000 hPa is a reference pressure, Rd

is the gas constant, and cp is the specific heat of dry air
at constant pressure. We compute these spectra using
two-dimensional (x, y) Fourier transforms; the results
are presented in one-dimensional form by integrating
around annuli having constant wavenumber, following
Peltier et al. (1996). The resulting spectra at three
heights (Fig. 12a) indicate that the maximum power
exists at different scales, depending on the height above
the perturbations. At z 
 1 km—which is in the middle
of the cold pool—the pressure spectrum has a maxi-
mum amplitude at a wavelength of �2.5 km. In con-
trast, at z 
 2 km—which is at the bottom of the
MAUL—pressure spectra have a maximum amplitude
at a wavelength of �6 km. Furthermore, at z 
 3 km—
which is at the middle of the MAUL—pressure spectra
have a maximum amplitude at a wavelength of �10 km.
Thus, the white-noise perturbations in the cold pool
have a nonwhite effect on the MAUL above.

Concurrent spectra of vertical velocity at this time
(Fig. 12b) illustrate the different responses at these dif-
ferent heights. In the cold pool, the smallest well-
resolved scales have the greatest energy (solid line in
Fig. 12b). However, a dominant scale of �6 km
emerges in the MAUL (short-dashed line in Fig. 12b).

Several features of these spectra require explanation.
First is the horizontal scale of the pressure perturba-
tions. We find that the vertical length scales of pressure
perturbations induced by the prescribed �� field are
proportional to the horizontal scale of the �� perturba-
tions. To illustrate, we present pressure perturbations
associated with analytic �� fields having various scales.
The pressure perturbations are retrieved using the stan-
dard methodology, using the anelastic continuity equa-
tion,

�
0ui

�xi

 0, �8�

and the velocity equation for the numerical model,

�ui

�t

 �uj

�ui

�xj
� cp�


���

�xi
� �i3B, �9�

wherein �0 is base-state density, u is velocity, �� is den-
sity potential temperature, �� is perturbation nondi-
mensional pressure, � is the Kronecker delta function,
and B is buoyancy [see Bryan and Fritsch (2002) for
further details]. The base state is chosen as the model
initial conditions. A diagnostic equation for �� is ob-
tained by taking �0 times the divergence of (9), and then
utilizing (8) to eliminate the temporal derivatives,
yielding

�

�xi
�cp�

0

���

�xi
� 
 �

�

�xi
�
0uj

�ui

�xj
� �

��
0B�

�z
�10�

(e.g., Rotunno and Klemp 1982).
Examples of pressure perturbations for �� fields of

various scales are shown in Fig. 13. Two-dimensional
examples are shown because these are sufficient to il-
lustrate the important processes at hand. The ampli-
tude of �� is increased to �1 K for presentation pur-

FIG. 12. Spectra from the simulation with perturbations in the
cold pool at t 
 1 min: (a) spectra of nondimensional pressure (�),
and (b) spectra of vertical velocity. The spectra are computed at
z 
 1 km (solid), z 
 2 km (long dashed), and z 
 3 km (short
dashed).
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poses. Also, the �� perturbations are converted to pres-
sure perturbations, and are expressed in pascals.
Clearly, the perturbations with largest horizontal scale
have �� fields that project much farther into the vertical

and with greater amplitude (Fig. 13). A physical expla-
nation behind this mathematical analysis is difficult to
present succinctly, because it ultimately requires an un-
derstanding of adjustment by acoustic waves. Neverthe-
less, it seems that mass continuity, (8), is ultimately
responsible for this behavior; the (horizontally) larger
buoyancy perturbations entail more displacement of
mass, and thus are associated with larger pressure per-
turbations.

Using this conceptual model, we can interpret the
spectra from the simulation having initial perturbations
in the cold pool (Fig. 12). The initial perturbations are
specified to be white noise in the potential temperature
field (i.e., all scales have equal amplitude). However,
the pressure field has a different spectrum, whereby
larger scales have preferentially more power above the
� perturbations. Consequently, the overlying MAUL is
perturbed with a nonwhite spectrum by the pressure
field.

However, as demonstrated in the previous subsec-
tion, smaller-scale updrafts can grow faster (e.g., Fig. 9).
Thus, there are two effects acting on different scales in
the MAUL: the large scales are being perturbed with
greater amplitude by the pressure field, whereas
smaller-scale perturbations are growing faster. Thus, an
intermediate scale emerges ultimately as the dominant
scale. This preferred scale is large enough to be per-
turbed sufficiently by the perturbations below, yet is
small enough to grow quickly. This evolution can be
seen in a time series of w spectrum within the MAUL
from the simulation with perturbations in the cold pool
(Fig. 14a). After 1 min, the w spectrum has a maximum
amplitude at a scale corresponding to 6 km—the same
scale for which the pressure spectrum has maximum
amplitude at the bottom of the MAUL (long-dashed
line in Fig. 12a). Thus, at early times, the scale that has
the maximum amplitude in the MAUL is the one that is
perturbed the most. Also, it seems clear that the forcing
comes from the pressure field, given the similarity of
the pressure and w spectra at this time.

At later times, the maximum amplitude in the w
spectra shifts to slightly smaller scales, and ultimately
becomes 2.7 km at t 
 20 min (Fig. 14a). This temporal
change in preferred scale occurs because the smaller
scales grow faster. To illustrate, a growth-rate spectrum
is obtained by comparing spectra at different times, and
is plotted as �(ln Ew)/�t in Fig. 14b. This analysis con-
firms that the smallest scales are growing faster (only at
scales above the effective resolution, which is �6� in
this case, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 14b).

In summary, there is a “tortoise and hare” evolution
taking place. The slow-growing large scales are given a
head start. Then, over time, the fast-growing small

FIG. 13. Examples of pressure perturbations for two-
dimensional thermal perturbations of varying scale: (a) l 
 12 km,
(b) l 
 3 km, and (c) l 
 1 km. Potential temperature perturbation
(K) is shaded. Pressure perturbation is contoured every 5 Pa, with
negative contours dashed, with the zero contour excluded, and
with intermediate contours of �1 Pa included.
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scales “catch up.” More generally, these results empha-
size the critical importance of how a MAUL is per-
turbed. It seems that any scale of overturning is possible
in a MAUL, but the scales that are perturbed prefer-
entially have an advantage.

As it pertains to the squall-line simulation, we be-
lieve it is most likely that the perturbations in the cold
pool underneath the MAUL are probably playing a cru-
cial role in the scale selection within the MAUL. We
come to this conclusion because the environment of the
squall line does not contain large amplitude perturba-
tions, owing to the horizontally homogeneous initial
conditions. Furthermore, there is a spectrum of pertur-
bations in the cold pool, and the results in this section
demonstrate that perturbations in this location can
have an effect on the MAUL above.

Of course, these highly idealized simulations are not
directly comparable to the squall-line simulation, be-

cause of differences in model setup (such as the doubly
periodic lateral boundary conditions in the more ideal-
ized simulations). In fact, the roll circulations first ap-
pear (from a flow-relative perspective) where the air
first saturates, which is �1–2 km ahead of the surface
gust front. Thus, it might seem questionable whether
the features in the cold pool can influence roll devel-
opment, because the air in this location has not as-
cended over the cold pool yet. However, the pressure
perturbations from the convective cells project for
some distance laterally (as well as vertically), which
perturb the oncoming flow. Furthermore, the rolls in
the squall-line simulation reach a quasi-steady state (as
discussed in section 3), whereas the rolls in the more
idealized simulations only exist during the state of tur-
bulent transition. Thus, the two sets of simulations are
not directly comparable. Nevertheless, it seems likely
that the processes uncovered in this section are playing
a role, even in the squall-line simulation.

5. Conclusions

a. Conceptual model

In this paper, the overturning in the convective re-
gion of a squall line is analyzed using high-resolution
(� 
 125 m) numerical simulations. In the control
squall-line simulation, the deep moist overturning can
be described as quasi-horizontal convective rolls. An
overall conceptual model of the processes is presented
in this subsection, and is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 15.

The rolls develop because of the creation of a deep
(�1–3 km) and horizontally contiguous moist abso-
lutely unstable layer (MAUL) that forms above and
slightly ahead of the squall line’s surface-based cold
pool. The rolls develop and intensify within the convec-
tive region, and extend �10 km horizontally across the
line in the simulation. The convective cells are roughly
continuous updrafts in time and space, and often con-
tain undilute cores of high �e. Individual plume struc-
tures are mushroom shaped, with entrainment occur-
ring on the sides, in the direction perpendicular to the
shear vector.

Guided by this squall-line simulation, and based on
the results from a series of more idealized simulations,
a set of conditions has emerged that seem to be neces-
sary for the creation of the rolls. The first step involves
the creation of a saturated, statically unstable layer (i.e.,
MAUL). The formation of MAULs at the leading edge
of mesoscale convective systems has been discussed
elsewhere (e.g., Kain and Fritsch 1998; Bryan and
Fritsch 2000), and is fairly straightforward; it involves
the lifting of a conditionally unstable layer of air to

FIG. 14. Spectra at z 
 3 km from the simulation with pertur-
bations in the cold pool: (a) vertical velocity spectra at indicated
times, and (b) vertical velocity growth rate spectrum between t 

14–15 min, wherein the dashed line indicates the scale of maxi-
mum growth rate, which is 6� for this case.
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saturation by ascent associated with the squall line’s
surface-based cold pool.

A second condition that is probably required for the
creation of rolls is a quasi-horizontal flow over the top
of the cold pool. The quasi-horizontal flow seems to be
important because it implies weak gradients in wind
(that can initiate turbulence via shear instability) and
weak horizontal gradients in buoyancy (that can inten-
sify horizontal vorticity). In contrast, other simulations,
wherein the convective cells are more upright, experi-
ence more rapid overturning, perhaps because of stron-
ger horizontal gradients in buoyancy and wind; in these
other cases, rolls are not observed to form in the con-
vective region.

A third condition for the creation of rolls is the pres-
ence of vertical wind shear in the MAUL. Idealized
simulations without shear do not develop rolls, but in-
stead are characterized by random cellular organiza-
tion. Shear can suppress the development of updrafts

oriented at an angle to the shear vector, as discussed by
Kuo (1963) and Asai (1964, 1970a,b).

The average spacing between rolls is a complex mat-
ter. Theoretical results from linear analysis found that
the smallest perturbations that are not affected by vis-
cosity will grow faster than larger perturbations (i.e.,
Asai 1970a,b). This result is confirmed herein by nu-
merical simulation, although the impact of numerical
diffusion limits growth rates at very small scales in the
model (	8� for the model used herein). Consequently,
if all scales are perturbed equally, then the smallest
scale quickly emerges as the dominant mode.

For the squall-line simulation, it is most likely that
the otherwise horizontally homogeneous flow is per-
turbed by pressure perturbations extending vertically
from the squall-line cold pool. In the cold pool, there
are perturbations having many scales; however, the per-
turbations having largest horizontal scale are associated
with pressure fields that extend farther vertically and

FIG. 15. Schematic of rolls in the convective region. Dark shading indicates the squall line’s
surface-based cold pool, and the light shading indicates the MAUL. Long-dashed lines indi-
cate vertical cross sections that are parallel to the surface gust front, and thin arrows indicate
streamlines within these cross sections. Thick black arrows indicate system-relative flow in
vertical cross sections perpendicular to the gust front. The open arrow indicates the shear
vector in the MAUL, which is parallel to the plume axes. The inset shows the probable
location of rolls relative to a typical radar reflectivity pattern for a MCS, which is adapted from
Houze et al. (1990).
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with larger amplitude. The scale that ultimately
emerges in the MAUL (�3 km) is achieved because of
two opposing effects: the larger scales (up to �10 km)
are perturbed with greater amplitude, but smaller
scales (�1 km) grow fastest. The ultimate updraft scale
depends on how strongly the large scales are preferen-
tially perturbed—that is, how big a “head start” the
large scales have—balanced by how much time
passes—that is, whether the small scales have time to
“catch up.”

b. Observations of rolls in the convective region

We conclude with a brief discussion of whether rolls
have been observed in actual squall lines. All of the
analyses in this paper are based on idealized numerical
simulation and on dynamical theory. Our main motiva-
tion has been to explain the interesting roll structure
that we find in some simulations, as exemplified by Fig.
2. Because this structure is common in our high-
resolution simulations, we feel that an explanation for
their origin is warranted, which was the initial motiva-
tion for this study.

However, we acknowledge that there is probably
little direct evidence of such a structure ever being ob-
served in a squall line. It is possible that such features
are simply difficult to observe. The mean spacing of �3
km would require radar with gate spacing of at least 1
km. Furthermore, the in-cloud circulations revealing
the mushroom-shaped overturning are �1 km in scale,
which would require very high resolution (sub-1-km
scale) to observe; radar platforms with this resolution
are not typically used operationally.

It is possible that some indirect evidence of roll cir-
culations has already been documented. For example,
Houze (2004) discussed “cigar-shaped” radar features
that are sometimes observed in the convective region of
squall lines. He speculated that they might be evidence
of roll circulations. Houze et al. (1990) referred to these
features as “elongated cells” of very high reflectivity
(typically �45 dBZ) embedded in the otherwise nearly
solid swath of high reflectivity (typically �30 dBZ).
These descriptions are consistent with studies of slabu-
lar squall lines (e.g., James et al. 2005) and the squall
line studied herein. Our idealized simulations indicate
that a MAUL can form as a low-level layer of air as-
cends over the cold pool of such systems; then, elon-
gated convective updrafts can emerge from the MAUL,
which can align in the direction of the shear in the
MAUL. Thus, we speculate that the “elongated cells”
of Houze et al. (1990) might be oriented along the shear
vector within the MAUL, as illustrated schematically in
the inset of Fig. 15.

On the other hand, the scale of the structures ob-

served by Houze et al. (1990) appear to be spaced much
farther apart (�25 km) than the spacing that occurs in
our squall-line simulation (�3 km). This difference in
scale remains to be explained; however, the processes
highlighted herein might still play a role in these struc-
tures in observed squall lines. That is, a MAUL prob-
ably forms in the convective region of many squall lines,
and vertical wind shear can align the overturning in one
direction—regardless of scale. Also, it is possible that
larger-scale features are perturbing the MAUL,
thereby leading to the larger observed convective spac-
ing. For example, perturbations in the pre-squall-line
boundary layer might be perturbing the MAUL at a
large scale.

Our study has identified processes that could be mea-
sured with conventional observing systems. For ex-
ample, our findings suggest that an important region to
collect data would be the area between the surface gust
front and the convective cells, that is, where the MAUL
forms and begins to overturn (as illustrated in Fig. 15).
It also seems to be important to evaluate the spatial
variability (i.e., the spectrum) of perturbations in and
around the convective region of observed cases. This
could be accomplished with existing, high-resolution re-
search-quality radar systems.

Finally, we note that the pristine, horizontally homo-
geneous initial conditions used to initialize the squall-
line simulation are probably very rare in the actual at-
mosphere. Strong variability, with perturbations of
many scales, are likely in most cases, owing to PBL
processes, terrain variations, land-use variations, etc.
We suppose it is possible to have nearly homogeneous
conditions in some environments; for example, it might
occur with stable stratification and weak shear near a
flat surface, or perhaps over the ocean. However, these
conditions might be the exception, rather than the rule,
in environments favoring the development of meso-
scale convective systems.

We conclude, from theory and simulations, that roll
circulations in the convective region is a plausible pro-
cess. Whether they actually happen remains to be de-
termined. The results of our idealized simulations
strongly suggest that perturbations can play a direct
role in the updraft structures that emerge in the con-
vective region. That is, perturbations embedded in the
MAUL and in the nearby environment (e.g., cold pool)
can dictate the subsequent scale of the overturning. Fu-
ture studies could explore the variability of environ-
mental conditions in a system’s inflow, as compared to
the spacing of the convective cells in the system. An
obvious avenue for future numerical research would be
to investigate the effects of small-scale perturbations in
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the environment on the subsequent development, or-
ganization, and intensity of convective cells.
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